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Introduction to the
Augmented Edition

When Harry Fischel wrote the text that became his biography, Forty 
Years of Struggle for a Principle, he was sixty-three years old and had 
accomplished more in general, and especially in philanthropy, than 
most people can even fantasize about accomplishing in a lifetime. 
He could not have known then,  in 1928, that he was destined to 
live another twenty years, and that in those twenty years he would 
do more to perpetuate his name and legacy, by creating new Jewish 
institutions bearing his name, than he had in the prior sixty-three 
years, during which he had focused on creating, supporting, and 
strengthening myriads of other Jewish institutions! Incredibly, it 
was not until after his official biography was published—the only 
edition actually published in his lifetime—that he founded the 
Harry Fischel Institute (known as the Machon Harry Fischel) in 
Jerusalem, the Harry Fischel School for Higher Jewish Studies 
at the Bernard Revel Graduate School of Yeshiva University, and 
the Harry Fischel Foundation (later renamed the Harry and Jane 
Fischel Foundation) in New York, the latter of which continues to 
initiate projects as it has done for the past eighty years. Nor could 
he have known that during the Great Depression, which began in 
1929, a year after his biography was initially published, he would 
almost single-handedly save Yeshiva College from bankruptcy and 
dissolution. He surely could not have anticipated actually becoming  
the Acting President of the College at one point, even if for a lim-
ited period of time, as memorialized in a plaque in the lobby of the 
main building of the campus he had conceived in his capacity as a 
very active Chairman of the Building Committee.

The story of the creation of Machon Harry Fischel is really the 
story of two visionaries. After the Great Depression set in, Fischel 
consulted Rabbi Abraham Isaac Hacohen Kook, the Chief Rabbi 
of Palestine, as to ideas for a unique school for higher rabbinic 
studies. Rabbi Kook suggested recruiting the best young Talmudic 
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scholars in the country for a yeshiva that would stand out not just 
for the scholarship of its students but for their research as well. 
The two visionaries founded such a school, and about two decades 
later, when it became apparent that there was a need for judges 
to staff the new religious courts being set up to serve the religious 
community in the new State of Israel, a nucleus of the best and 
the brightest was already at hand. The next Chief Rabbi of Israel, 
Isaac Herzog, established a rigorous program in the Machon to 
train these seasoned scholars to serve as judges in the new courts. 
A majority of the openings on the religious courts have for decades 
been filled by graduates of the Machon Fischel, which has also 
continued to maintain its preeminent reputation in the yeshiva 
world and beyond for its research projects from original sources 
and its publications on a high level, as well as its services for the 
local community. (The reader will find more about the Machon 
beginning on page 410 and on page 475.) For decades, the Chief 
Rabbi of Israel served as president of the Machon and delivered 
lectures there.

The Harry Fischel School for Higher Jewish Studies at the 
Bernard Revel Graduate School of Yeshiva University is discussed 
beginning on page 478. The text of the agreement signed by Harry 
Fischel, the president of the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological 
Seminary and Yeshiva College (together known as Yeshiva 
University when subsequently reorganized), and the chairman of 
the board begins on page 481. Under the terms of the agreement, 
the Fischel Foundation agreed to pay an annual sum (which it has 
since increased unilaterally) “in order to induce the ‘Yeshiva’ [and 
its successor, the university] to found, maintain, and bear the ex-
penses of said Harry Fischel School for Higher Jewish Studies . . .  
[which sum] shall be used exclusively for the instruction only,” ex-
cept that up to 20 percent may be spent for publications, “and all 
other expenses [are to] be paid by the ‘Yeshiva’ in running the said 
School. . . . it is also mutually agreed that the said ‘Harry Fischel 
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School for Higher Jewish Studies’ shall always be conducted in ac-
cordance with the law and spirit of Orthodox Judaism.”

The Harry and Jane Fischel Foundation (originally, the Harry 
Fischel Foundation) is discussed primarily on pages 424–425 of the 
Continuation, and on the web site at fischelfoundation.org, which 
describes how the primary purpose of the Foundation remains to 
support the Harry Fischel Institute  in Israel, but the Foundation’s 
scope has been broadened to also contribute to the support of the 
Harry Fischel School for Higher Jewish Studies, affiliated with the 
Bernard Revel Graduate School at Yeshiva University, and other 
particular institutions, as well as many creative projects that the 
Foundation has initiated in the United States. 

Beit Harav Kook, the residence and beit midrash (house of study) 
built for the first Chief Rabbi of what was then known as Palestine—
and is now Israel proper, of course— was discussed in detail in Forty 
Years of Struggle for a Principle, reproduced in this volume on pages 
238–241 and 287–303. What is not mentioned there, however, and 
what could not have been known at the time, is that, as a byproduct 
of the original concept of being a residence for the Chief Rabbi, the 
structure that Harry Fischel built and subsidized at his own expense 
served from 1924 to 1964 as the venue of the religious Zionist flag-
ship yeshiva, HaYeshiva HaMercazit HaOlamit, which came to be 
known as Yeshivat Merkaz HaRav—a historic venue for forty years 
of study for a principle. The full significance of this yeshiva, along 
with its official English name, is discussed in the Preface.

The Yeshivat Merkaz HaRav was relocated to an independent 
structure in the Kiryat Moshe neighborhood of Jerusalem in 1964. 
Beit Harav has been preserved ever since as a resource center and a 
living museum under the leadership of Rabbi Yochanan Fried, with 
audiovisual presentations, and  ongoing study sessions and semi-
nars conducted by Rabbi Itzchak Marmorstein and others. It is a 
landmark to this day, situated at Rechov Rav Kook 9, and is part 
of the tours of the city of Jerusalem conducted by professional tour 
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guides to the gratification of all people who wish to see the inspira-
tional sights of this most inspirational city.

This supplemented edition of the biography of Harry Fischel 
came about for several reasons, each of which would alone have 
justified the republication of the book. (1) The original biography, 
as published in 1928, could no longer possibly do justice to its 
founder in light of all that he accomplished in the years afterward. 
(2) Harry Fischel had written a Continuation taking him into the 
1940s, but it had never been circulated and published beyond his 
family and close friends and associates. (3) Not only is the original 
biography out of print, but its publisher has been out of business 
for many years. (4) At the time the republication was approved, 
the original biography was barely available for purchase even on 
the Internet. (5) It is now being made available to be downloaded 
with some of the currently most popular technologies. (6) As time 
progresses, the pressures of economics and technology will discour-
age the hard-copy publication of more and more books, so the 
window of opportunity for publishing books in traditional hard 
copy is gradually closing. (7) The Fischel Foundation wants the bi-
ography to be available in as many forms as possible, hardcover and 
paperback, traditional, digitized for the present, and available for 
the future via technologies not yet invented. (8) The publication of 
the supplemented edition makes the book available for the present 
generation, and also for future generations. (9) The supplementary 
portions correct, for the record, certain mistakes in articles about 
Harry Fischel and his achievements in encyclopedias and other 
publications. (10) Above all, the goal is greater than to merely tell 
the life story of an individual, for it is designed to recount what a 
single person who came to America penniless could do for himself 
and for humanity in general, and for traditional Judaism in par-
ticular, in the hope that readers will be inspired by his example to 
stand steadfastly for their principles and to dream dreams just as 
ambitious as his and then to implement them.
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In every era, many people who  fail to achieve their potential 
blame it on their environment or on their lack of opportunities in 
life. Many fall into a state of despair, and never rise out of it. This 
book and the life of its protagonist, should provide them with hope. 
Many people feel that even if they have good credentials and work 
hard, they are no longer guaranteed a rewarding job, and the situ-
ation is even bleaker for people who were not fortunate enough to 
have been born in surroundings conducive to success in the work-
place. They would do well to examine the life of Harry Fischel, as 
described in this book. He came to this country as an immigrant 
without any money to speak of, without any English to speak in, 
and without any of today’s commonly available social benefits to 
avail himself of. To make matters tougher, he came without any 
other family members to support him, and in fact shared his mea-
ger initial earnings with his elderly parents in Europe, to whom he 
sent money when he was still living on bread and coffee. 

To make matters even more difficult for him, Harry Fischel was 
a Sabbath observer. His religion forbade him to work on Saturdays, 
this in an era when the six-day work week was the norm. In con-
sequence, he was unwilling and unable to work on a day that for 
others was a normal working day. Employers and  potential em-
ployers were not willing to make exceptions for Sabbath-observing 
employees. Thus, even when Fischel managed to find a job, he was 
routinely fired on the first Monday of his employment, and some-
times without even being paid for the hard work that he had per-
formed in good faith. 

Nevertheless, Harry Fischel persevered; he did odd jobs at first; 
he worked very hard; eventually he was hired for full-time employ-
ment; at some point he became an employer himself; and even-
tually he made it into the top tier of that coveted top 1 percent 
of Americans. Clearly, when Fischel came to this country, he was 
poorer than most poor Americans today; his early years were more 
difficult and challenging; his American education was lower; his 
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knowledge of English was worse; there were no bilingual programs 
on the federal, state, or local level; welfare benefits and food stamps 
did not exist; there was no safety net for the poor. Yet with a work 
ethic, a creative mind, and a belief in G-d, he accomplished more 
than most people with a far more auspicious upbringing. So almost 
every reader of this book will begin life, or did begin life, with a 
head start on him, and can dream of going as far as he did, or fur-
ther, knowing that such dreams can turn into realities.

Rags do not necessarily turn into riches, however. Many people 
work as hard as Harry Fischel did and never even rise into, let alone 
past, the middle class. Those who have analyzed the charmed life of 
Harry Fischel often come to the conclusion that the almost super-
natural challenges he faced and overcame, and the almost superhu-
man sacrifices he made, in observing the Sabbath, and in caring for 
and following the guidance of his elderly parents half a world away, 
may have been rewarded by his corresponding subsequent seem-
ingly almost supernatural successes.

Fischel’s road to riches was not an easy one, but in fact was 
a rather unconventional one. He figured out how to develop ir-
regularly shaped lots of land that were not being utilized, bought 
them at bargain prices, developed them far beyond their apparent 
potential, and before long, “the story of the next few years reads 
like a fairy tale.” Harry Fischel, the poor immigrant, overcame the 
restrictions of his religion to develop not just land into buildings, 
and buildings into institutions, but also uneducated students into 
scholars with unlimited repositories of Jewish culture, tradition, 
and scholarship, via a combination of educational, spiritual, and 
charitable organizations.

Fischel was described in a scholarly journal as “perhaps the 
richest Orthodox Jew in New York” in his prime (see Ophir, in 
References). Whether or not this was actually true, what is far more 
significant is the way he spent his money and his time after rising 
to financial and social prominence. He has also been described  
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as a visionary and a pioneer on behalf of the growth of American 
Judaism as we know it, as well as of Judaism in Israel. He was instru-
mental in the creation and maintenance of more national and na-
tionally known Jewish institutions, and most especially of Orthodox 
Jewish institutions, than virtually anyone else in history before or 
since, and certainly in the first half of the twentieth century.

Perhaps no less remarkable, in an era when Orthodox Jews were 
virtually unable to find employment if they followed Jewish law 
and their consciences by refusing to work on the Jewish Sabbath, 
Harry Fischel, upon becoming a successful independent employer, 
became an icon in the Jewish world by giving his employees both 
Saturday and Sunday as paid days off at a time when the six-day 
work week was universal.

This expanded book incorporates the original biography, Forty 
Years of Struggle for a Principle, exactly as it was originally produced 
in 1928, and adds the Continuation that takes the reader into the 
1940s, along with a Preface entitled “The Founder,” by a most il-
lustrious Chief Rabbi (now emeritus) whose own achievements are 
legendary. It also includes a brief description of the Harry Fischel 
Institute for Research in Jewish Law (the Machon Harry Fischel) 
as it has developed over the years; a brief description of the Harry 
Fischel School for Higher Jewish Studies (HFSfHJS) at the Bernard 
Revel Graduate School of Yeshiva University, written by the dean 
of those schools; an Appendix consisting of the original agreement 
for the creation of the HFSfHJS, as signed by Harry Fischel plus 
the president of Yeshiva University and the chairman of its board 
of directors; an Epilogue taking the reader through Harry Fischel’s 
final years; a brief listing of significant references to him in print; 
and a supplementary index of all the new material that appears in 
this now completed biography.
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May the augmented edition inspire a new generation and gen-
erations to come to apply the values and dynamic, creative, and 
optimistic spirit of Harry Fischel to the future of Judaism in Israel, 
America, and throughout the world.

Aaron I. Reichel
Administrator

Harry and Jane Fischel Foundation
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Preface: The Founder

 Harry Fischel of blessed memory—was—ר' ישראל אהרן פישל ז"ל
one of the most famous Jewish philanthropists in Eretz Yisrael and 
the United States, known all over the world as a leading founder 
and supporter of תורת ארץ ישראל, Religious Zionism, and modern 
Orthodoxy. He was not merely a most generous donor who sup-
ported many institutions as well as many needy individuals and 
families. His way was not only to be benevolent to worthy people 
and institutions. He involved himself personally in the projects and 
worthy causes to which he contributed large sums, and he tried 
to make sure that they would continue to exist in perpetuity. His 
name is attached to many of the most important institutions of 
Orthodoxy, that were founded during his lifetime and serve as a 
legacy to his family, recalling his seminal contribution to the des-
tiny of the Jewish people in the Holy Land, in the United States, 
and the world over.

Harry Fischel’s success in business enabled him to initiate proj-
ects that he regarded as vital for the development of Torah Study 
and Religious Zionism in the modern world. He was part of the 
founding group that created Yeshiva College, and he helped Rabbi 
Dr. Bernard Revel  enlarge it into Yeshiva University. He led זצ"ל
the effort to build a new campus for it in Washington Heights in 
New York City and served as the chairman of its building commit-
tee for many years. He himself gave very sizeable contributions to 
Yeshiva and was also one of its leading fund-raisers.

In recognition of his efforts, the Beth Midrash—the synagogue 
and main lecture hall in the main building of Yeshiva University—
was named in perpetuity The Harry Fischel Study Hall. This rec-
ognized Harry Fischel’s part in the founding and furthering of the 
university’s torah u-Madda heritage, which has become the hall-
mark of American Jewry and is connected with such illustrious 
names as Rabbi Bernard Revel, Rabbi Samuel Belkin, and last but 
not least, the great Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik זצ"ל.

בה
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*
On his first visit to Palestine, Harry Fischel was the guest of the 

British High Commissioner of Palestine, Sir Herbert Samuel, who 
was himself Jewish. Sir Herbert convinced him to build Beit Harav, 
which served as the home, office, and yeshiva of the founder of 
the Chief Rabbinate in the Holy Land, who was also its first Chief 
Rabbi, Rabbi Abraham Isaac Kook o.b.m. (זצ"ל מרן הראי"ה קוק). 
When Harry Fischel met the great Rabbi Kook, he was deeply im-
pressed with his views and personality, and the two men became 
life-long partners in the work for Klal Yisrael. 

Out of this partnership many great institutions were established 
under the umbrella of the Central World Yeshiva, better known to-
day as Yeshivat Mercaz Harav, the alma mater of all Bnei Akiva ye-
shivot and the yeshivot hesder, whose students combine Torah study 
with sharing the burden of defense, serving side by side with the 
rest of the country’s youth in the Israel Defense Forces. Its students 
and graduates serve in many elite security positions as well as in po-
sitions of rabbinic leadership, and they are admired both by Israel’s 
leaders and by the rank-and-file of the people of Israel.

In 5692/1932 Harav Kook זצ"ל and Harry Fischel זצ"ל together 
established Machon Harry Fischel, the world-renowned postgrad-
uate Institute for the Research and Study of Talmud and Jewish 
Law. A committee of renowned gedolei Hatorah (recognized Torah 
authorities) of the Holy Land interviewed the many candidates 
and chose eighteen outstanding graduates of the leading yeshivot 
in Jerusalem to be the first Fellows of the Institute (known as the 
Machon). Over the years, hundreds of outstanding young schol-
ars—עילויים—have become Fellows. Almost all of them eventually 
went on to become important rabbis, rabbinic judges, educators, 
and other leaders of the Jewish world. To this day the graduates of 
“Harry Fischel,” as it is popularly called, are regarded as the elite, 
not only of the Israeli rabbinate but also of the spiritual leadership 
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of Jewry the world over. Finally, the publications of the Machon 
are regarded as outstanding in the fields of classic Jewish law and 
Talmudic research.

*
Rabbi Herbert S. Goldstein זצ"ל, my late father-in-law, con-

vinced Harry Fischel זצ"ל, his father-in-law, to write his autobiog-
raphy, with the idea that Fischel could serve as an exemplar for oth-
er Orthodox business people and leaders. The result was the book 
Forty Years of Struggle for a Principle, which was edited by Rabbi 
Goldstein and published in 1928 by Bloch Publishing Company. 
Impressive as the book is, however, it does not cover Harry Fischel’s 
life and manifold activities and contributions, during the pivotal 
years of Jewish growth worldwide, culminating with the events that 
brought about the establishment of the State of Israel. His deeds 
and great achievements in the last twenty years of his life are cer-
tainly part of Jewish history.

We are indeed very lucky that Harry Fischel and his son-in-
law wrote a further account of his life. Several copies of this ac-
count, which we refer to as the Continuation, survived in a typed 
manuscript that remained in the hands of the Goldstein children. 
Reading that part of the biography is a most fascinating experience.

Harry Fischel passed away in Jerusalem in Tevet 5708 at the age 
of eighty-three, and was buried in the impressive mausoleum he 
had prepared for himself, just as the fighting of the Israel War of 
Independence commenced. He was the last Jew to be buried on the 
Mount of Olives, until it was reconquered in 1967. 

The Harry and Jane Fischel Foundation has now taken the initia-
tive to prepare and publish a complete biography of Harry Fischel 
 that includes both the first, already published volume, and the זצ"ל
Continuation, which until now was only available in manuscript 
form. We are very grateful to the Almighty and are proud to make 
this work available to the public using the good and professional 
offices of the KTAV Publishing House.
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לומדיה ועושיה,

הכותב וחותם לכבוד התורה

כנפש המברך באהבה

החופעיה"ק חיפה ת"ו

הרב שאר ישוב כהן

Our Rabbis tell us that עיקר תולדותיהם של צדיקים תורה ומעשים טובים. 
This is certainly true when we speak about Harry Fischel’s life. May 
we all acquire merit in his זכות.

יהי זכרו ברוך וזכותו תגן עלינו ועל כל ישראל. אמן

Chief Rabbi Emeritus Shear-Yashuv Cohen, Haifa
President, Machon Harry Fischel, and 
Founder, Ariel: United Israel Institutes
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